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Unit of the South Western Sydney Area Health Service
SEXUAL HBALTR CENTRE
52 GOULBURN STREET
Telephone: (02) 600 3584
LIVERPOOL NSW 2170
Facsimile: (02) 602 4352

Mailing Address P 0 Box 103
LIVERPOOL NSW 2170

23rd September 1992

(

Ms s Dixon
Principal, Mater Dei School
Macquarie Grove Road
CAMDEN NSW 2570
Dear Ms Dixon,
Re:

REDACTED

DOB:

?/?/1979

has been seen at this Clinic twice and, as indicated in
our t
ephone conversation of 1 5th September, further contact
with this service would seem inappropriate.

'@d•fflio"

During both sessions
showed a poor descriptive knowledge
of sexual parts but indicated that he did have an interest in
both his body and its function.
It would seem from his
description of the home situation that t~ is fairly open
in entering the bathroom etc., with ~ being able to
describe quite clearly a visual knowledge of both adult male and
female bodies and appearing quite comfortable in discussing same .
The impression gained was that whilst one can acknowledge the
concern expressed by the parents of the young lady involved in
both of the recent episodes where sexual intercourse is said to
have occurred, I would have some hesitancy in being certain that
was the initiator of the activity.

me······

As a result of the intervention it appeared that
understood some of the constraints that should apply
behaviour and seemed to internalise a feeling that he should not
allow himself to be drawn into a similar situation in the future.
Whilst this
Centre
would
be
inappropriate
counselling , I would suggest that mp•f.¥11'1•" become
broad-based sexual education (personal development)
should,
in its
latter
stages,
incorporate
practicalities related to sexual expression.
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-2I realise how difficult this latter item is and what difficulties
it could present within your centre but feel that !;ld"'"''d"" may not
be the only person who could gain from such a presentat1on.
Thanking you for your referral .
Yours

faithfuJJ~

~

Buzz Cutts
SOCIAL WORKER
BC:MW
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